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What are the most pressing issues that the profession faces and how would you use your 
strengths to address these issues as a member of the NASP Leadership Assembly? 
 
Nationally, there are several issues facing the school psychology profession which the NASP Leadership Assembly 
is attempting to address through their strategic goals (e.g. Social Justice, Leadership Development, etc). The issues 
that I see as most poignant to Oregon are Workforce Shortages, and allowing school psychologists to serve in the 
role of Mental and Behavioral Health Providers. These two items go hand-in-hand. When there are not school 
psychologists to hire, districts turn to using school psychologists as psychometricians or assign outrageous student-
to-psychologist ratios, and forget about the unique skill sets that we can offer. In Oregon specifically, some school 
psychologists have twice the ratio recommended by NASP, and even fewer are able to work as systems change 
agents with district or state leaders in order to improve their status. With the limited number of school 
psychologists and high ratios it is no wonder that school psychologists are often not seen as mental and behavioral 
health providers.   
 
I have been fortunate to work in a district that values the school psychology profession and that uses school 
psychologists in creative ways. I’ve personally had the opportunity to provide professional development on 
integrating trauma-informed practices into PBIS as well as build professional partnerships with outside agencies so 
they provide mental health services to students in buildings. My strengths and experiences has allowed me to be a 
leader in mental health integration in schools. One of my biggest strengths that I draw on daily is how much I care- 
about children, schools, staff, families, and the community as a whole. When I care about something, I will go 
above and beyond to make positive outcomes happen. When our district said that there was not enough money to 
provide mental health services in every building, I ran numbers, talked to agency leaders, negotiated and fought until 
it worked. There is now a mental health professional in each of the 18 schools in my district, at very little cost. I am 
also well-informed on educational issues. I follow legislation as well as legal precedent that could impact my schools. 
I make sure that I am up-to-date on best practices and attend professional development regularly to hone my skills. 
I am passionate about learning new things and determining how new skills can be brought into my everyday 
practice.  
 
As NASP delegate, I will ensure that Oregon’s voice is heard and reflected in NASP policy, practice and 
professional development. I will strive to make professional connections that can support our state organization’s 
goals and work hard to make positive change in Oregon. 
 


